Some figures
1

170.000 Kms traveled

2

Through 59 countries

3

Thanks to the help of 1300
drivers

4

10 boats used

5

Over 800 lectures given
during and after the journey

Ludovic adapts his talk to the audience as
well as to the time given to him. Ideally, the
talk lasts about 45 minutes but he can adapt
to less or more.
Questions and answers can follow the talk.

Fantastic! Ludovic’s talk was the best
thing we could have hoped for to
conclude our Team Building day!
Carlos Amezcua Castro, Copa Airlines, Panama

Examples of institutions having invited Ludovic
- Entreprises : Copa Airlines, Aviva, WTC Chicago...
- Associations : Tedx Alsace, Marketing Club d’Alsace, Rotary...
- City halls: Dammarie-les-lys, Collonges au Mont d’Or,
Sanary sur mer, Ollioules...
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Ludovic Hubler

Tour of the world by hitchhiking
...An example of leadership and motivation...
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Ludovic Hubler Tour of the world by Hitchhiking

what content?

An amazing example of leadership and motivation

Ludovic adapts his presentation to the audience and to the request of
the “employer”.
Inside companies, Ludovic insists on the challenges he had to
overcome to complete his ambitious objective to tour the world using
only his thumb and his personality, making a parallel between his
journey and the business world.

Who is LUDOVIC HUBLER ?
Ludovic Hubler is a social entrepreneur born
on September 11th 1977 in Bar-le-Duc
(France). At the age of 25, his Business
Master degree in the pocket, believing that
having a better understanding of the world
was a pre-requisite before entering the job
market, he started what he likes to call his
“Life PhD”, a doctorate where his teachers
were not in classrooms but driving cars,
trucks and boats.
A 5-year amazing journey, which also
comprised several humanitarian experiences
as well as the organization of 350 lectures in
all types of institutions throughout the world.

In 2008, at the end of his journey, Ludovic
published the award-winning book “Hitchhiking the world, a 5-year Life PhD”, which
summarized the learnings of the journey
and of which several thousand copies were
sold in various languages,
After 5 years working with the International
organization
Peace
and
Sport
(www.peace-sport.org) under the High
Patronage of HSH Prince Albert II of
Monaco, Ludovic launched the Not-forproﬁt organization “Travel With A Mission”,
which objective is to increase crosscultural understanding as well as access to
education around the world.
He also gives many lectures in all types of
institutions around the globe, some related
to his vision of the world, some being more
motivational and leadership oriented.

During his talk, Ludovic takes his audience on a flying carpet, making
them travel both geographically around the world but most importantly
inside themselves. Energy and emotions guaranteed!

Why invite him?
To give an amazing example of leadership and motivation: Better than empty words,
Ludovic brings an example of a life experience that inspires and brings energy!
To bring introspection : Ludovic’s talk makes people laugh, sometimes cry, but most
importantly think: Going beyond limits, realizing dreams, achieving much with limited
budget, contribute to the betterment of the world... Ludovic incites to action.
To have a good time and make people dream: Traveling around the world, who has never
dreamt of it? Ludovic’s talk is ﬁlled with photos and pictures that will bring a sense of far
away. You want to ﬁnish a meeting day on a nice note? Ludovic’s talk is what you need.
The tour of the world entirely by hitchhiking completed by Ludovic is the ﬁrst of its kind. But
more than a feat, it is especially a wonderful human experience that will take you away!

